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We provide a characterization of point defects in droplets of cholesteric liquid crystal, using a
combination of experiment, simulation, and theoretical analysis. These droplets display a range of
structures including realizations of defects with high topological charge and arrangements of multiple
defects in “topological molecules.” We show that there are certain defects that are incompatible with a
uniform sense of chiral twisting for topological reasons. Furthermore, those defects that are compatible
with twist of a single handedness are shown to have the structure of the gradient field of an isolated critical
point and, hence, are described by singularity theory. We show that the mathematical tools of singularity
theory reproduce, with excellent agreement, the experimental observations of high charge defects and
topological molecules. Our results have implications beyond liquid crystal droplets in characterizing chiral
materials and their topology in general.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The character of materials is conveyed by their defects:
They control strength or fragility [1], determine elastic
interactions [2,3], mediate self-assembly [4–6], and pre-
cipitate phase transitions [7–11]. The widespread influence
of defects derives from their high energetic cost, strong
elastic distortions, and topological nature. This is especially
true in the liquid crystalline mesophases, whose defects
have often offered key insights and motivated the naming
of textures. Moreover, liquid crystals offer a versatile
setting for studying topological phenomena, often with
relevance across multiple disciplines, including cosmologi-
cal strings [12], biological tissues and morphogenesis
[13,14], and magnetic skyrmion textures [15–17]. Chiral
materials furnish an especially rich source of topological
and geometric phenomena, and chirality is also at the heart
of one of the fundamental contrasts given in liquid crystals:
between smectics and cholesterics. In de Gennes’s famous
analogy [18], their contrast is equivalent to the difference
between metals and superconductors, with the expulsion of
twist from smectics being analogous to the Meissner effect.
Here, we emphasize a new paradigm where the defects in
chiral materials are forced to have the local structure of a
smectic in order to be chiral.
The character of point defects in cholesteric liquid crystals
(or magnetic skyrmion textures) appears not to have been
considered previously, apart from recent experimental work
realizing them [19–21]. This contrasts with the situation in
nematics where point defects known colloquially as hedge-
hogs have been extensively studied over several decades
[2–4,22–27]. They can be generated deliberately as satellite
defects to colloidal inclusions, or in droplets, with normal
anchoring. For spherical colloids, point defects form elastic
dipoles and facilitate self-assembly of colloidal chains and
lattices [5], while in droplets, transitions between defect
states produced by changes in boundary conditions [24] can
provide highly sensitive sensors [28,29]. Point defects in
nematics are classified by an integer knownas the topological
charge, or degree [30]. Normal anchoring boundary con-
ditions on a surface of genus g (the number of “holes” or
“handles”) correspond to a topological charge 1 − g and
induce compensating point defects of the same total topo-
logical charge in liquid crystal surrounding colloidal inclu-
sions [31] or inside toroidal droplets [32]. In addition to their
own phenomenology, the topological character of point
defects has also provided fundamental insight into
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disclination loops and their classification [30,33,34]. The
lackof a similar bodyofwork for point defects in cholesterics
represents a gap in our understanding of chiral materials;
closing it will provide considerable insight into cholesterics
and also skyrmion textures of chiral ferromagnets.
In recent experiments [19–21], point defects were
created in spherical droplets of cholesteric liquid crystal
with normal surface anchoring and shown to have markedly
different properties from their nematic counterparts. These
properties included point defects of topological charge þ1,
−1, −2, and −3, the higher charge defects observed for the
first time, as well as arrangements of multiple defects into
“topological molecules.” Defects were located both in the
center of the droplet and in close proximity to its surface.
The latter are not the surface defects associated with planar
anchoring [24] but a feature of the cholesteric order. Here,
we provide a theoretical description of point defects in
cholesterics that reproduces the structures observed exper-
imentally and explain the topological character of chiral
point defects. The main feature of this description is that the
structure is determined by a gradient field: Gradient fields
are more commonly associated with smectics, whose basic
properties include the fundamental absence, or expulsion,
of chirality [10,18], so that the emergence of a gradient
structure appears surprising. It establishes a previously
unnoticed nexus between cholesterics and smectics.
Generically, point defects are not chiral and sit on surfaces
separating domains of opposite handedness; there is then an
energetic drive to expel those defects from the interior. As far
as we are aware, this simple statement appears not to have
been said explicitly previously. Nonetheless, there are
defects that are compatible with a fully chiral surrounding;
for those, their local structure is that of a gradient field with
isolated critical point and the chirality provided by higher-
order terms in a Taylor series. The type of critical point
provides a label for the defect that refines the topological
charge. Applying a fundamental mathematical result in
topology, we show that radial-like vector fields necessarily
contain regions with both handedness. In chiral materials,
the regionwith thewrong handedness becomes localized for
energetic reasons and is a novel topological soliton.
Defects with higher topological charge are associated
with the gradient fields of degenerate critical points, giving
a new physical application for singularity theory [35–37].
The formalism of singularity theory allows us to identify
the defects of high topological charge (−2 and −3) seen
experimentally and to study the ways in which complex
high-charge defects can break apart into simpler pieces,
yielding excellent agreement with the topological mole-
cules we observe. We further identify the “chemical bonds”
of these topological molecules with natural structural
defects of the cholesteric twist and geometric degeneracies
in the gradient field of the singularity.
A close similarity exists between the textures of choles-
teric liquid crystals and those of chiral ferromagnets
[17,38,39]. This similarity arises because both systems
are driven by a coupling that promotes twist in the nematic
or magnetic alignment; this coupling is the addition
of a chiral dopant in the liquid crystal case and the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction in the ferromagnetic
one. As a result, the description we give here for point
defects in cholesterics applies also to the monopoles that
have been seen in skyrmionic magnets [40].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we give a brief summary of the topological
characterization of point defects, including those that come
from the gradient of a function. In Sec. III, we provide
summary details of experiments and simulations of choles-
teric droplets that are described throughout the remainder
of the text. The structure and properties of generic point
defects in cholesterics are then presented in Secs. IVand V.
In Sec. VI, we discuss the behavior of the twist in a
boundary layer at the droplet surface. In Sec. VII, we
extend the generic description of chiral defects to those
with higher topological charge using singularity theory;
this section also begins with a summary of some concepts
in singularity theory. In Sec. VIII, we describe a connection
between chiral defects and curl eigenfields that provides an
alternative perspective. In Sec. IX, we describe degener-
acies in the twisting direction and how they relate to the
structure of the singularity in chiral point defects. The paper
ends in Sec. X with a discussion.
II. CHARACTERIZATION OF POINT DEFECTS
AND TOPOLOGICAL CHARGES
Liquid crystals are anisotropic fluids described by an
average molecular orientation called the director field, n.
This is a unit magnitude vector; however, the symmetry of
the nematic phase is apolar rather than vectorial, meaning
that n and −n are physically equivalent. Point defects
known colloquially as hedgehogs are isolated points where
the molecular orientation is undefined and discontinuous
and that are classified by an integer topological charge. In
nematic liquid crystals, the definition of the topological
charge is complicated by their apolar symmetry. The
topological charge of a point defect reflects the number
of times the director sweeps out all orientations of the unit
sphere on any surface surrounding the defect. For example,
the radial “hedgehog” n ¼ x=jxj takes on every orientation
exactly once on a spherical surface centered on the origin
and has topological chargeþ1. In general, for any surface S
with local coordinates ðu; vÞ, the topological charge Q is












We remark that the value of this integral changes sign under
the replacement n → −n corresponding to the apolar sym-
metry of nematics. This is the infamous sign ambiguity of
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topological charge in liquid crystals [30] that is responsible
for many of their more subtle, and more interesting,
properties.
In the context of our current investigation, the sign
ambiguity in the topological charge is entirely resolved by
the choice we make for the boundary conditions at the
droplet surface, together with a restriction to consider only
point defects in the director, i.e., to exclude any disclination
lines. In this setting, the director is orientable, even though
it is not explicitly oriented, and unambiguous signs for
topological charges follow from adopting a particular
choice of orientation and sticking to it consistently. The
choice that we make is that the director coincides every-
where with the outward normal direction at the surface of
the droplet. This choice also constrains the total topological
charge of all point defects in the liquid crystal through the
Poincare´-Hopf index theorem: For spherical droplets that
we consider here, the total charge is þ1.
We adopt a useful visualization method for presenting
complex director fields and identifying topology that comes
from the Pontryagin-Thom construction as applied to liquid
crystals [41–43]. One chooses a fixed direction p, say, the z
direction, and then the texture is depicted by showing the
surface in space where the director field is perpendicular
to p. If p is the z direction, this surface will be the set of
points where the director is “horizontal.” The surface is
colored according to the horizontal orientation of the
director on it with a full color winding corresponding to
a rotation of the director by π rather than 2π, in accordance
with the apolar nematic symmetry. Points about which the
color winds are defects, whose topological charge is given
by the number of full 2π windings. The construction is
illustrated for the radial hedgehog n ¼ x=jxj in Fig. 1; see
Refs. [41–43] for full details.
A. Gradient fields and Morse index
A special class of vector fields that play a central role in
our work is provided by those that are the gradient vector
field of a function, i.e., n ∝ ∇ϕ. The defects in these
gradient vector fields come from the critical points of the
function ϕ, which enjoy a more refined classification than
is given by the topological charge alone. Critical points of
functions are studied in the branch of mathematics known
as Morse theory [44], where it is shown that any generic
critical point is equivalent to one of the following normal
forms
index 0∶ x2 þ y2 þ z2;
index 1∶ x2 þ y2 − z2;
index 2∶ x2 − y2 − z2;
index 3∶ − x2 − y2 − z2 ð2Þ
that are labeled by the number of minus signs called the
Morse index. These generic Morse critical points are
illustrated in Fig. 2, where we show the local structure
of the function and also of its gradient field.
Critical points with Morse index 0 or 2 have topological
charge þ1, while those with Morse index 1 or 3 have
topological charge −1. The topological charge can be
calculated from the gradient field using Eq. (1) with
n ¼ ∇ϕ=j∇ϕj. Another method, which is often convenient,
comes from the structure of the local level sets of ϕ near the
critical point. Each level set of ϕ is a surface that is singular
at the critical value (ϕ ¼ 0) but smooth for regular values. If
we denote by χ the Euler characteristic of this local set for
values just above (þ) or below (−) the critical value, then
the topological charge is given by [45]
Q ¼ 1 − χ− ¼ χþ − 1: ð3Þ
As an example, for the Morse index 0 critical point shown
in Fig. 2, the level sets with ϕ > 0 are spheres ðχþ ¼ 2Þ,
while the level sets with ϕ < 0 are empty (χ− ¼ 0), and it
follows that the topological charge is þ1. Likewise, for the
Morse index 1 critical point, the level sets with ϕ > 0 are
single-sheeted hyperboloids (χþ ¼ 0), while those with
ϕ < 0 are double-sheeted hyperboloids (χ− ¼ 2), so the
topological charge is −1.
This calculation of the topological charge can also be
viewed directly in terms of the director field. Namely, the
director field on any spherical surface can be decomposed
into a collection of patches where it points “inwards,” those
where it points “outwards,” and a boundary between them
where it is tangential. A direct analysis of the gradient fields
we consider here gives the topological charge as the
number of outward pointing patches minus the number
of inward pointing ones; a more complete discussion is
given in Ref. [46].
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic director field of a radial point defect
(yellow sphere). (b) Visualization using the Pontryagin-Thom
construction. The surface is the set of points where nz ¼ 0
colored by the horizontal orientation. There are two full color
windings around the central point defect (yellow sphere) because
of the apolar symmetry of nematics.
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III. CHOLESTERIC DROPLETS
In a cholesteric liquid crystal, the director field extrem-





ð∇ · nÞ2 þ K2
2
ðn ·∇ × nþ q0Þ2
þ K3
2
½ðn · ∇Þn2dV; ð4Þ
where the Ki are elastic constants—splay, twist, and bend,
respectively—and q0 is a chiral coupling constant called the
chirality. We shall assume that the cholesteric is right
handed, corresponding to q0 > 0. The free energy is mini-
mized by a director with zero splay (∇ · n ¼ 0) and bend
(ðn ·∇Þn ¼ 0) but constant nonzero twist (n ·∇×
n ¼ −q0) at the preferred rate. In a bulk material without
the influence of confinement, the minimum energy con-
figuration is the helical cholesteric ground state
n ¼ cos q0zex þ sin q0zey and is periodic with periodicity
p ¼ π=q0 known as the cholesteric half-pitch. Moving
along the pitch axis (z axis), the director rotates at a uniform
rate and in the sense of a right-handed screw. Our focus is on
spherical droplets of cholesteric liquid crystal with strong
normal anchoring conditions at the surface. As we describe
in Sec. II, these boundary conditions enforces the existence
of topological defects, and both they and the surface
anchoring frustrate the preferred helical twisting. Despite
this frustration, the energy still favors a right-handed twist
(n · ∇ × n < 0), and the key questionwe address is how this
energetic preference and frustration resolve themselves.
A natural dimensionless measure of the strength of the
chirality in the droplet is the ratio of the droplet diameter 2R
to the cholesteric half-pitch, N ¼ 2R=p. In the experiments
of Refs. [20,21], the typical values were 2≲ N ≲ 6; in the
simulations shown here, we use values between 2 and 4.
Numerical minimization of Eq. (4) is done using a finite-
difference relaxation algorithm on a cubic grid; for sim-
plicity, we adopt a one elastic constant approximation
(K1 ¼ K2 ¼ K3), and the only relevant parameter is then
the dimensionless ratio N. Typical simulations are run on a
spherical droplet inside a 1003 grid with Dirichlet boundary
conditions and initial conditions provided by the local
forms described in Secs. V, VII, and VIII. We find that it is
sufficient to specifically initialize only the interior point
defect(s), allowing those on the “surface” to emerge
naturally through matching to the radial boundary con-
ditions. The use of a vector field for the simulation of the
liquid crystal ensures that only point defects arise; in
simulations using a Q tensor, such points typically expand
into small disclination loops [48]. This approach captures
all the phenomenology and major experimental observa-
tions; more quantitative comparison can come from includ-
ing defect core structure, elastic anisotropy, and surface
anchoring energy in place of Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Experimental samples are prepared by mixing small
amounts of a chiral nematic liquid crystal mixture (1∶1
weight ratio of CCN-47 and CCN-55 with 1.7% S-811
chiral dopant) into glycerol with 4% L − α-phosphatidyl-
choline (egg yolk lecithin), which ensures homeotropic
anchoring on the droplets of liquid crystal (LC). The
samples are heated to isotropic phase above 65 °C and
quickly cooled back to chiral nematic phase. This pro-
cedure enables the formation of a diverse range of stable
and metastable director structures [20,21], some of which
include the degree −2 and −3 defects. The director
FIG. 2. Illustration of the four types of Morse critical points. Top: Structure of the level sets near the critical point; green for values
above the critical value, yellow for the critical value, and blue for values below the critical value. In the case of the Morse index (MI) 0
and 3 critical points, the larger spherical level set is “opened” to provide better visualization of the interior structure. Bottom: Structure of
the corresponding gradient fields.
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structures are examined by fluorescent confocal polarizing
microscopy [21,49], where a small amount of a fluorescent
dye N;N0-bis(2,5-di-tert-butylphenyl)-3,4,9,10-perylene-
dicarboximide, which aligns with the director, is added
to the LC mixture. The dye is excited with linearly
polarized light (wavelength 488 nm, linear polarizations
at 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° in the plane of the image), and the
fluorescence is detected through a polarizer with the same
orientation as the excitation light in the band 515–575 nm,
so that the fluorescence intensity depends on the orientation
of the LC. The director fields are reconstructed from the
experimental data with the help of a simulated annealing
algorithm [19,21]. In experimental images, the director is
shown with streamlines which point along the in-plane
projection of the director and are not shown where the
director is mostly perpendicular to the plane. The positions
of the point defects are identified from the experimental
data and marked with color-coded spheres indicating their
degree. Gray rods are added between the defects to aid the
visualization of their 3D arrangement.
IV. ACHIRAL POINT DEFECTS
As we describe now, the generic structure around a point
defect involves regions where the twist n ·∇ × n is both
positive and negative. This frustrates the preference for a
single sense of twist and makes such generic point defects
energetically disfavorable in chiral materials.
We represent the director field as n ¼ m=jmjwherem is
a vector field with isolated zeros at each of the point
defects. Since n ·∇ × n ¼ ðm · ∇ ×mÞ=jmj2, the sense of
twist in the director field is the same as that inm. We call a
defect (zero in m) chiral if it is surrounded by a region in
which the vector field is twisted of a single handedness,
otherwise, we call it achiral. The twist is frustrated at the
defects—if m ¼ 0, then also m ·∇ ×m ¼ 0—so that it is
nongeneric for a defect to be chiral. To explain the
frustration, at the level of a structural classification the
zeros inm are locally equivalent to a polynomial form and
in the generic case to a linear vector field. If the curl is
nonzero, then the twist will be a linear function and the
zero is not chiral; the twist changes sign across a planar
surface passing through the defect. An example is the
vector field m ¼ xex − zey þ yez for which the twist is
m ·∇ ×m ¼ 2x. We provide an illustration of this achiral
point defect in Fig. 3. Its structural form provides a good
local description of the defects that arise close to the droplet
surface in experiments, as we describe further in Sec. VI.
We show in Fig. 4(a) the result of a typical simulation of
a weakly chiral droplet (N < 1). The texture is visualized
through a Pontryagin-Thom surface [41], which shows the
set of points where the director is horizontal (nz ¼ 0) and
colored according to the horizontal orientation. The most
noticeable change from the radial profile of a nematic
droplet is the displacement of the defect from the center
towards the surface. The displacement can be understood
by looking at the twist throughout the droplet, which we
show in Fig. 4(b); the defect sits on a surface that separates
the droplet into regions with opposite handedness. There is
then an energetic drive to expand the region with the correct
handedness (blue) at the expense of that with the wrong
sense of twist (red), and the balance of this with the
increased elastic distortion determines the position of
the point defect. The broken spherical symmetry from
the displacement of the defect defines an axis through the
droplet, which the chiral distortion of the director field
turns into the axis of a double twist cylinder; cf. the local
structure around the defect shown in Fig. 3.
In simulations, increasing the value ofN but still keeping
it small continues this trend; the defect moves further
towards the surface to reduce the size of the region with the
wrong handedness, and the axis it defines becomes increas-
ingly recognizable as a double-twist cylinder. However, this
behavior does not continue for larger values of N, and for
values of N ≳ 2, the defect starts to move away from the
surface again as the director field restructures continuously
to the form shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These simulation
results may be compared with the experimental images of
Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) showing a cholesteric droplet containing
a single off-center-located point defect. By eye, the com-
parison is excellent. From simulations, we find that the twist
is uniformly right handed around the point defect, meaning
that it is chiral and fundamentally different from its initial
radial structure. We describe this in Secs. V and VI.
The transition observed here between the states shown in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) is reminiscent of a transition between
radial and hyperbolic point defects observed in nematic
droplets with unequal elastic constants [50]. There, the
transition is precipitated by a change in the elastic constants
with temperature that sees the radial hedgehog become
energetically unfavorable relative to the hyperbolic one
when the splay elastic constant is sufficiently large com-
pared to twist and bend [51,52]. In our case, the “twist
instability” is driven by the explicit chiral coupling, even
without elastic anisotropy. This different energetic drive
also leads to different phenomenology where the achiral
FIG. 3. Two views, “front” and “side,” of the local structure of
the achiral point defect m ¼ xex − zey þ yez, where the twist
changes sign across the x ¼ 0 plane. The x axis exhibits the local
structure of a double-twist cylinder, left handed for x > 0 and
right handed for x < 0.
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“radial” defect is expelled from the droplet interior until it
sits near the surface.
V. CHIRAL POINT DEFECTS
Generic linear vector fields fail to be chiral because their
curl is nonzero; as we argue in the previous section, this
nonzero curl leads inevitably to the handedness reversing
across some surface passing through the defect. Therefore,
if the defect is to have any chance of being chiral, these
leading-order linear terms must be irrotational. Con-
sequently, they can be written as the gradient of a function
ϕ with an isolated critical point. As the twist of a gradient
field vanishes identically, this leads to the curious situation
where the chirality of a cholesteric point defect comes from
the subleading terms in its Taylor series. To summarize, the
local form for a chiral zero is
m ¼ ∇ϕþmc; ð5Þ
where ϕ has an isolated critical point at the origin, and mc
is of higher order in a Taylor series. As alluded to, the
structure of the director field is then unexpectedly close to
that of a smectic, namely, normal to the level sets of ϕ. The
type of critical point in ϕ is a label for the chiral zero that
refines the topological charge. In the generic case, the
critical point is given by one of four quadratic functions
referred to as Morse type, as we describe in Sec. II A.
According to these general considerations, the generic
chiral defect with topological chargeþ1 and Morse index 2
is described by the local form
m ¼ axex − ðy − qxzÞey − ðzþ qxyÞez; ð6Þ
the linear terms coming from the Morse function and the
quadratic terms comprising the higher-order mc. The twist
is m ·∇ ×m ¼ −qð2ax2 þ y2 þ z2Þ giving a uniformly
right-handed texture everywhere except at the defect itself.
Here, a > 0 is dimensionless and q has dimensions of an
inverse length. For the particular case a ¼ 2, n ·∇ × n ≈
−q suggesting that we should take q ¼ q0 up to an Oð1Þ
factor. Changing the sign of the vector field (6) gives the
local form of a generic chiral defect of topological charge
−1 and Morse index 1. The local structure of the vector
field (6) is shown in Fig. 2, while in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) we
show the results of simulations initialized using Eq. (6) or
its negative (g) throughout the central portion of the droplet
and a radial profile outside. The correspondence with
experimental observations [19–21] is striking. These are
shown in Figs. 4(e), 4(f), and 4(h). We defer discussion of
the structure of the twist throughout these droplets to the
following section.
FIG. 4. (a) Generic achiral defect with topological charge þ1 obtained for small values of N. The surface is the locus nz ¼ 0
(Pontryagin-Thom surface) with color indicating the angle between the x and y components of the director. (b) The twist on a midplane
xy slice showing the reversal of twist at the location of the defect; the left-handed region is shown in red and the right-handed region in
blue. (c) nz ¼ 0 and (d) nx ¼ 0 surfaces for a chiral defect with Morse index 2. In (c), the director is also shown on a midplane xz slice
for added clarity. In (d), the viewing direction is along x. Corresponding experimental observations of this defect are shown in (e) and (f).
(g) Chiral defect with Morse index 1 and topological charge −1 (central defect); viewing direction along z. Two achiral charge þ1
defects reside close to the droplet surface. (h) An experimental observation of the same defect. In all panels, defects are highlighted and
color coded according to their charge (legend). Panels (e) and (f) reprinted with permission from G. Posnjak, Topological Formations in
Chiral Nematic Droplets (2018). Copyright (2018), Springer. Panel (h) reprinted with permission from G. Posnjak et al., Nat. Commun.
8, 14594 (2017). Copyright (2017), the authors.
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The radial hedgehog m ¼ xex þ yey þ zez corresponds
to the gradient field of the function ϕ ¼ 1
2
ðx2 þ y2 þ z2Þ,
with Morse index 0, and is the observed configuration for
nematic droplets (with equal elastic constants). However,
this structure is not preserved in a cholesteric droplet and
exhibits fundamental frustration with a state of uniform
twist; there is no choice of higher-order term mc that
makes the radial hedgehog chiral. This is a topological
result that follows from a theorem of Eliashberg and
Thurston [53], the Reeb stability theorem for confolia-
tions, which we describe informally. It is based on the
property that the level sets of ϕ are spheres. Consider any
such level set and separate it into two hemispheres with
common boundary an equator. The twist over each hemi-
sphere can be related to the nature of the director field on
its boundary. This relation is based on the properties of
integral curves of the plane field orthogonal to n, i.e.,
curves whose tangent is always perpendicular to the
director. When the twist vanishes, the director is the
normal to the level sets of ϕ, and any curve lying in
such a surface is integral. This applies in particular to the
boundary of any disk. When the twist is nonzero, the
director is no longer perpendicular to the boundary. In this
case, the boundary can be lifted—pushed up or down
along the surface normal direction—to create an integral
curve. This curve is not closed; its end points have a
vertical displacement between them whose magnitude is
related to the nonvanishing of the twist [53]. An illus-
tration is shown in Fig. 5. This description relates the twist
to a holonomy, an association of closed loops in a surface
to displacements along the surface normal direction. The
holonomy can be viewed as a connection on a line or
circle bundle over the surface, whose curvature yields the
twist [53].
Importantly, if the twist is right handed, then the displace-
ment is along the positive normal direction (see Fig. 5), while
if it is left handed, the displacement will be in the negative
direction. Applying this to the separation of any spherical
level set of a radial hedgehog into two hemispheres, we see
that the displacement around the boundary of each hemi-
sphere is equal and opposite, since the two boundaries are the
same equator but traversed in opposite directions. As a result,
if the twist is right handed in one hemisphere, it will be left
handed in (at least part of) theother, and in equalmeasure.We
see that radial hedgehogs are incompatiblewith the preferred
handedness of cholesterics and engender a topological
frustration of twist in the director field.
VI. DROPLET SURFACE AND BOUNDARY LAYER
Precisely the same argument applies to a boundary layer
at the droplet surface where the director becomes radial to
match the boundary conditions. By the same theorem of
Eliashberg and Thurston, the twist cannot be uniformly
right handed, and by necessity there is some region of
reversed twist close to the surface. To elaborate briefly on
Eliashberg and Thurston’s theorem, we should clarify that
what they consider are confoliations—nonsingular vector
fields with non-negative twist. The result they prove
establishes that if the vector field is normal to a spherical
surface and has non-negative twist everywhere in a neigh-
borhood of that surface, then the twist must vanish
identically, and the vector field is the normal to a family
of spherical surfaces. While it is mathematically natural to
consider a restriction that the twist should never be
negative, there is no such physical barrier in chiral materials
but only an energetic cost. For physical systems in which
nothing fundamentally prevents regions of reversed handed-
ness, the natural restatement of Eliashberg and Thurston’s
theorem is aswepresent it: If thematerial contains a spherical
surface that the director field is transverse to, then either the
twist vanishes identically or there are regions of both
handedness in any neighborhood of that surface. The former
possibility is highly nongeneric in a chiral material, and we
typically omit its explicit mention for expediency.
This version of the result applies to the boundary layer
near the droplet surface and also to the local neighborhood
of any radial point defect, as we describe in the previous
section. Furthermore, it provides a topological demarcation
of the surface boundary layer in a chiral droplet, namely,
the region near the surface in which the director remains
transverse to the family of concentric spheres extending in
from the boundary itself.
To expand a little on the topological character of the
boundary layer behavior, note that the heliconical director
n ¼ cos θðzÞez þ sin θðzÞ½cos qzex þ sin qzey ð7Þ
describes an interpolation from normal surface anchoring
θð0Þ ¼ 0 on the plane z ¼ 0 to a chiral texture (the twist
FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of the twist as a holonomy. (Top)
When the twist vanishes, the director coincides with the normal to
a surface and is perpendicular to the boundary of any disk lying in
the surface. (Bottom) When the twist is nonzero and the director
is no longer the surface normal, the disk boundary can be lifted
along the surface normal to give an open curve, again
perpendicular to the director. The distance between the end
points gives a measure of the twist.
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is −q sin2 θ) away from the surface. This example estab-
lishes that there can be no local frustration of the twist by
normal surface anchoring (except, potentially, for energetic
reasons). The frustration comes from the global topology of
the surface. Interestingly, it is peculiar to spherical droplets;
if the liquid crystal is instead confined to a handlebody
droplet of any positive genus—the number of holes or
handles through the droplet—there is no topological
obstruction to a uniform sense of twist (handedness) in
the boundary layer near the surface [53].
These general considerations assert that there must be
some region of reversed twist close to the spherical droplet
surface but do not say anything about its actual form.We find
from our numerical simulations that two situations arise,
exemplified by the chiral Morse index 1 and 2 defects. In the
case of the Morse index 2 defect [Fig. 4(c)], the region of
reversed twist takes the form of a nonsingular ring, as shown
in Fig. 6(a). The twist is right handed throughout the interior
of the droplet but becomes left handed in a ring localized
near the droplet surface. The ring lies in a vertical y-z plane at
the x location of the defect (slightly displaced from the
center). This region of reversed twist is a novel nonsingular
topological soliton. Its existence is protected by topology,
and the energetic cost of having thewrong handedness leads
to it being strongly spatially localized. The structure of the
director field across the soliton is shown in Figs. 6(b) and
6(c).
In all other cases, the chiral point defects in the droplet
interior are encaged by an arrangement of charge þ1
defects localized close to the droplet surface. These “sur-
face” defects are achiral and demarcate a localized region
between themselves and the droplet surface in which the
sense of twist reverses. An example of the Morse index 1
defect is shown in Fig. 6(d), with the structure of the
director close to the achiral defect given in Fig. 6(e). The
topological argument for twist reversal near the boundary
provides an explanation for the presence of such defects
localized close to the surface, although we should empha-
size that they are not topologically bound to the surface and
so held there only by an energetic barrier.
Regions of opposite twist localized near point defects
close to surfaces with normal anchoring have recently been
observed in experiments and numerical simulations [54],
although in those, the surface is the flat plane of a glass slide
as opposed to being spherical. It is only spherical surfaces
that have a topological requirement for regions of reversed
twist. The appearance of regions of opposite twist in
situations where it is not topologically required is then an
energetic phenomenon.
The problem of classifying vector fields around a surface
across which the twist changes sign was first studied by
Martinet [55] and later extended by Zhitomirskiı˘ [56], who
showed that the director in a neighborhood of a generic
defect with topological charge þ1 is [56]
m ¼ 2xex − zey þ yez: ð8Þ
In this form, the twist changes sign as we cross the plane
x ¼ 0 so that the defect is achiral, and the local structure is
as shown in Fig. 3. Introducing higher-order terms into m
controls the shape of the interface between the regions of
opposite handedness. For instance, adding a term
qxð−yey þ zezÞ leads to the twist vanishing on the para-
bolic surface 4x ¼ qðy2 þ z2Þ. The region of incorrect
handedness is the interior 4x > qðy2 þ z2Þ of this parabo-
loid whose shape is similar to that observed in simulations
[Fig. 6(e)].
VII. SINGULARITY THEORY AND DEFECTS
OF HIGHER DEGREE
Morse critical points have topological charge1, so they
cannot describe the defects with higher charge (−2, −3)
FIG. 6. Boundary layer and reversal of twist. (a) Chiral
structure of a droplet containing a Morse index 2 defect showing
the twist on a vertical y-z plane passing through the defect. The
twist is uniformly right handed (blue) around the central defect,
but there is a localized ring of twist reversal (red) near the surface.
(b) Structure of the director field on a vertical x-z plane, with an
inset showing the director close to the ring of reversed twist.
(c) Structure of the director close to the ring of reversed twist,
which is shown in red. (d) The twist on a midplane (z slice)
through a droplet containing a Morse index 1 chiral defect
[Fig. 4(g)]. The blue region is right handed; the red regions
between the surface point defects and the surface itself are left
handed. This structure is common to all surface point defects.
Note that the twist is uniformly right handed around the central
charge −1 defect. (e) Structure of the director in a region around
an achiral defect anchored to the surface of the droplet (white
surface). The region of reversed handedness is shown in red.
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observed experimentally [20]. The higher charge defects are
still described by the form (5) but with a degenerate critical
point in the function ϕ. The classification of degenerate
critical points is significantly more involved than that of
Morse critical points; here,we followArnold’s classification
[57]. Although it is natural to expect that the simplest
degenerate critical points will appear first, this is not the
case, essentially because the topological charge of the
gradient field is not central to the classification of degenerate
critical points. As we show, the experimentally observed
higher-charge defects are captured by the elliptic umbilic, or
D−4 , singularity (charge−2) and theT4;4;4 singularity (charge
−3). Moreover, we show that the topological molecules that
have been observed are consistent with the unfoldings of
these and higher-charge singularities.
An initial determination of degenerate critical points was
given by Rene´ Thom in his study of structural stability and
morphogenesis [35]. Thom identified the most generic
singularities—those that require the tuning of the fewest
parameters—and described the families in which they arise.
These are the so-called elementary catastrophes: the fold,
cusp, swallowtail, elliptic umbilic, and hyperbolic umbilic.
They were quickly identified in optical caustics [36], where
they arise in exactly the manner that Thom prescribed, as
well as a host of other examples in the physical, biological,
and social sciences and economics [37].
A systematic study of degenerate critical points can be
developed from their local algebra: loosely, the linearly
independent polynomials of lower order than anything
appearing in the gradient field; more formally, the quotient
of the ring of Taylor series R½x; y; z by the gradient ideal
h∂xϕ; ∂yϕ; ∂zϕi. The dimension of this local algebra is
called the multiplicity of the singularity: It is the number of
nondegenerate critical points that it splits into (as a complex
polynomial) under a generic perturbation. Said differently,
the multiplicity is the number of nondegenerate critical
points that simultaneously coalesce in forming the singu-
larity. It is typical to represent a singularity by a standard
polynomial called its normal form. The simplest degenerate
critical points have unique normal forms; however, the
more degenerate ones have moduli, or free continuous
parameters. The number of moduli appearing in the normal
form is called the modality of the singularity. The singu-
larities without moduli known as the simple singularities
were completely listed by Arnold in his celebrated ADE
classification [58]; there are two infinite families and three
exceptional cases:
Ak ∶  xkþ1ðk ≥ 1Þ;
Dk ∶ x2y yk−1ðk ≥ 4Þ;
E6∶ x3  y4;
E7∶ x3 þ xy3;
E8∶ x3 þ y5: ð9Þ
In three dimensions, these minimal models should be
supplemented by quadratic terms in the remaining varia-
bles, i.e., y and z for the Ak singularities, and only z for the
others. For instance, for the A2 singularity we might write
x3 þ y2 þ z2. The subscript indicates the multiplicity of
the singularity.
The addition of less degenerate terms to the normal form
of any singularity results in a simplification of the singu-
larity known as an unfolding and usually breaking it into
multiple critical points of lower multiplicity. The number of
independent terms in a complete unfolding is called the
codimension and can be thought of as the number of
parameters that need to be tuned in order to create the
degenerate critical point. For example, for the Ak singu-
larity, a complete unfolding consists of the monomials xn
for n ¼ 1;…; k − 1 and the codimension is k − 1. In
general, the multiplicity μ, codimension c, and modality
m are related by μ ¼ cþmþ 1.
Among the simple singularities (9), the only models for
defects with topological charge −2 are furnished by the
classes D−2k; all the other simple singularities have charge
0 or 1. Therefore, the simplest model for a point defect of
topological charge −2 comes from the simple singularity











where κ is a constant with dimensions of an inverse length.
The structure of this critical point is shown in Fig. 7(a). Its
gradient vector field can be made chiral in a neighborhood
of the origin by adding the higher-order term
mc ¼ q½−κzðx2 − y2Þex þ 2κxyzey − q2z3½−yex þ xey:
ð11Þ
The correspondence between this local model and exper-
imental observations [20,21] is striking [Figs. 8(a) and
8(b)], although we find in our simplified director-based
FIG. 7. Local structure of the critical points (a) D−4 and
(b) T4;4;4, whose gradient fields provide the local structure for
chiral point defects with topological charge −2 and −3, respec-
tively.
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simulations that the defect is unstable and breaks apart into
two charge −1 defects, each with the Morse-type local
structure described above. This points to the importance of
defect core structure, or elastic anisotropy, for stability in
physical systems.
The experimentally observed defect with topological
charge −3 [20,21] [Fig. 8(d)] is reproduced by the unim-
odal singularity T4;4;4, which we write
ϕ ¼ axyzþ 1
4
ðx4 þ y4 þ z4Þ; ð12Þ
where the modulus a has dimensions of length. Its local
structure is shown in Fig. 7(b). T4;4;4 is a codimension 9
singularity with multiplicity 11 characteristics which con-
vey its high complexity. In addition to the origin where
there is an isolated zero of topological charge −3, the
gradient vector field has isolated zeros of charge þ1 (and
Morse index 0) at the four points að1;−1; 1Þ, að−1; 1; 1Þ,
að1; 1;−1Þ, að−1;−1;−1Þ corresponding to the vertices of
a tetrahedron. This suggests that the modulus a should take




up to an Oð1Þ factor, so that these defects
sit near the surface of the droplet, as we observe exper-
imentally. The gradient field of Eq. (12) can be perturbed
into a chiral point defect via a generic method that we
describe in the following section. Simulations initialized
with the T4;4;4 singularity produce a numerically stable
charge −3 point defect surrounded by four tetrahedrally
arranged surface defects in excellent agreement with the
experiment [Fig. 8(c)].
A. Unfoldings and topological molecules
In addition to droplets containing individual chiral point
defects, experiments also reveal a variety of multiple-defect
structures [20]. Unlike nematic droplets, these multidefect
cholesteric textures are metastable, and the defects do not
annihilate pairwise to obtain a minimal number. Moreover,
the arrangements appear far from random, exhibiting definite
structure and symmetry, leading to them being dubbed as
“constellations” and topological molecules. As we show in
this section, the unfoldings of singularities provide a natural
framework for these topological molecules, with excellent
agreement with experiment. Subsequently, in Sec. IX, we
show that the geometric structure of cholesterics, and in
particular, their degeneracies known as λ lines or umbilics,
serve to furnish the chemical bonds of these topological
molecules.
The unfoldings of singularities provide systematic
descriptions of how degenerate critical points can break
apart into simpler pieces or how generic critical points
coalesce to form degenerate ones. In the present context,
these unfoldings provide models for the combination and
splitting of chiral point defects. For instance, the simplest
description of the annihilation of two chiral defects with









z2 þ c1x; ð13Þ
where κ is a constant with dimensions of an inverse length,
and c1 is a parameter of the unfolding with dimensions of
FIG. 8. (a) Point defect with topological charge −2 associated with the D−4 singularity. The surface is the locus nz ¼ 0 (Pontryagin-
Thom surface), with color indicating the angle between the x and y components of the director. (b) Experimental realization of the
charge −2 defect with superimposed director field in the z ¼ 0 droplet midplane. (c) Point defect with topological charge −3 associated
with the T4;4;4 singularity (“bonds” between defects added for visual clarity). (d) Corresponding experimental image of a droplet
containing a charge −3 defect. In all panels, defects are highlighted and color coded according to their degree. Panel (b) reprinted with
permission from G.Posnjak et al., Nat. Commun. 8, 14594 (2017). Copyright (2017), the authors.
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length. When c1=κ is positive, there are no critical points,
while when it is negative, there are isolated Morse critical
points at ðjc1=κj1=2; 0; 0Þ with Morse indices 1 (þ) and
2 (−). Note that in the way we write the A2 singularity (13),
the Morse terms appear with opposite signs, i.e., y2 − z2.
This structure ensures that after unfolding, the two Morse-
type defects are both chiral; if these Morse terms are both
given the same sign ½ðy2 þ z2Þ, then one of the two
critical points that the singularity splits into will have
Morse index 0 (þ) or 3 (−) and, hence, will not be chiral.
The unfolding of the D−4 singularity provides a descrip-
tion of the splitting of a charge −2 chiral defect, or merging















The c3 term is isotropic and does not alter the symmetry of
the defect; it is therefore natural to consider it separately,
and we start with the case c3 ¼ 0. Critical points of ϕ are
given by z ¼ 0 and (using a compact complex notation)
∂yϕþ i∂xϕ ¼ κðxþ iyÞ2 þ c2 þ ic1 ¼ 0: ð15Þ
There are two Morse critical points (both of Morse index 1)
with locations (assuming κ > 0)





where α ¼ arctan c1=c2. The splitting is along the x axis
when c1 ¼ 0 and c2 is negative. This produces a
“V-shaped” arrangement of defects within the cholesteric
droplet and is strongly reminiscent of the constellations
observed experimentally [Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)] [20,21]. The
“T-shaped” splitting produced when c2 is positive (c1 still
zero) has not been observed in experiments, but it is readily
produced numerically [Fig. 9(c)].
Returning to the c3 term, consider now the case where
only it is nonzero. Then, the D−4 singularity splits into four
critical points, again all lying in the z ¼ 0 plane: one at the





















This is shown in Fig. 9(d).
The unfoldings of the T4;4;4 singularity and the resultant
topological molecules are significantly more involved
mathematically due to the high codimension and multi-
plicity. For this reason, we restrict our presentation to
consideration of particular unfoldings most directly
pertinent to the observed topological molecules. A basis
for the local algebra of the T4;4;4 singularity can be taken to
be the 11 monomials
1; x; y; z; x2; y2; z2; x3; y3; z3; xyz: ð18Þ
Note that, e.g., x3 ∼ −ayz as elements of the local algebra,
so that we could replace x3, y3, and z3 by yz, zx, and xy if
desired. The constant obviously does not change the nature
of the critical point, while the term xyz acts only to change
the value of the modulus. The remaining nine terms are
associated with the unfoldings, of which we consider two
particular cases pointed to by symmetry. We describe
each of these in terms of the tetrahedral environment
of the T4;4;4 singularity. In the first, the threefold symmetry
about an axis connecting a vertex and face center of
the tetrahedron is preserved: We refer to this as the
vertex-face unfolding. In the second, we preserve the
twofold rotational symmetry about the z axis: As this
connects two edges of the tetrahedron, we refer to it as the
edge-edge unfolding. These two geometries are shown
schematically in Figs. 10(a) and 10(d).
FIG. 9. Unfoldings of the D−4 singularity. (a) A splitting of
the charge −2 defect into two Morse index 1 defects producing a
V-shaped constellation closely similar to textures observed
experimentally. (b) An example of such an experimental con-
figuration with the director field in the z ¼ 0 droplet midplane
superimposed. (c) By tuning the unfolding, the splitting can also
produce a T-shaped constellation, which remains stable numeri-
cally but has not been observed in experiments. (d) The isotropic
term in the unfolding splits the D−4 singularity into four Morse
critical points without breaking the symmetry of the droplet.
Again, this is stable numerically but has not been observed in
experiments. Panel (b) reprinted with permission from G. Posnjak
et al., Nat. Commun. 8, 14594 (2017). Copyright (2017), the
authors.
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The analysis of the vertex-face unfolding is naturally
given in terms of the adapted coordinates
u ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðx − yÞ;
v ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p ðxþ y − 2zÞ;
w ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ðxþ yþ zÞ; ð19Þ





































We consider an unfolding that preserves the threefold
symmetry about the w axis given by the addition of the




ðu2 þ v2Þ: ð21Þ
There are critical points with u ¼ v ¼ 0 and w given by the




p w2 þ 1
3
w3: ð22Þ
When c1 ¼ 0, these reduce to w ¼ 0 (double root) and
w ¼ − ﬃﬃﬃ3p a; when c1 > 0, the former disappear and only
the latter remains; when c1 < 0, the double root resolves to
two simple roots at w ≈ð− ﬃﬃﬃ3p c1=aÞ1=2. We consider only
this last case. Expanding about one of the new critical







ðu2 þ v2Þ þ arﬃﬃﬃ
3











corresponding to a Morse critical point. Neglecting c2, the
Morse index is 1 if r is negative and 2 if r is positive. The
latter case we may view as an unfolding of the D−4





case, the initial T4;4;4 singularity splits into a Morse index 1
critical point in the direction of the vertex and a D−4
singularity in the direction of the face center of the
tetrahedron formed by the accompanying charge þ1 sur-
face defects.
This picture is confirmed by numerical simulations of the
unfolding, which, moreover, produce a charge −2 chiral
defect corresponding to the D−4 singularity that is
numerically stable for orders of magnitude longer than
the directly initialized defect. An example of such a
simulation showing the Pontryagin-Thom surface nw ¼ 0
is shown in Fig. 10(b) and can be compared with the
topological molecule observed experimentally and shown
in Fig. 10(c); the agreement is striking.
Turning now to the edge-edge unfolding, we consider the
function
ϕ ¼ axyzþ 1
4







where the parameters ck have dimensions of ðlengthÞ4−k
and d has dimension ðlengthÞ2. There are critical points
with x ¼ y ¼ 0 and z given by the roots of the cubic
z3 þ c3z2 þ c2zþ c1. The number of roots depends on the
value of the discriminant
27c21 − 18c1c2c3 þ 4c1c33 þ 4c32 − c22c23: ð25Þ
When this is positive, there is only one root; when it is
negative, there are three; when it vanishes, there are two.
Expanding about one of the roots (at z ¼ r) gives the form
∼ðarþ dÞxy ðz − rÞ2, which is of Morse type andMorse
index 1 (þ) or 2 (−), the latter occurring only for the
“middle” root when there are three roots. There are addi-
tional critical points off axis (x, y ≠ 0) unless the parameter
d takes the value d ¼ −ar, with r corresponding to the
middle critical point. It is then of type X9 ¼ T2;4;4 and has
topological charge −1. We emphasize that this unfolding
produces a linear string of three chiral point defects each
with topological charge −1 but which are not all equivalent;
the two outer defects have a local structure corresponding
to the gradient field of a Morse critical point with Morse
index 1, whereas the middle defect has the local structure of
the gradient field of an X9 singularity. A numerical
simulation of this unfolding is shown in Fig. 10(e).
When there is a double root (at z ¼ r), the function has
the form ðarþ dÞxyþ rðz − rÞ3 corresponding to an A2
singularity with topological charge 0, unless d ¼ −ar
when it is instead a T3;4;4 singularity with charge −2.
Thus, the function
ϕ ¼ axyðz − rÞ þ 1
4
ðx4 þ y4 þ z4Þ − 3r
2
2
z2 þ 2r3z ð26Þ
describes, for r ≠ 0, a splitting of the T4;4;4 singularity into
a Morse index 1 critical point at z ¼ −2r and a T3;4;4
singularity at z ¼ r. A numerical simulation of this
unfolding is shown in Fig. 10(e); however, in this case,
the charge −2 defect is not stable numerically and splits
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(transverse to the edge-edge axis) into two Morse index 1
defects. Nonetheless, this configuration of point defects is
observed experimentally [Fig. 10(f)] with a stable charge
−2 defect, and its structural similarity to the edge-edge
unfolding is strongly suggestive. The main implication is
that the two charge −2 defects in the observed topological
molecules—Figs. 10(c) and 10(f)—correspond to topo-
logically distinct chiral defects, one having the structure of
the D−4 singularity and the other the structure of the T3;4;4
singularity.
VIII. CURL EIGENFIELDS AND HARMONIC
CRITICAL POINTS
A useful special model for chiral point defects is
obtained by taking an extreme limit of the Frank free
energy (4) where the twist elastic constant is much larger
than both splay and bend, K2 ≫ K1; K3. In this limit,
minimizers should pointwise satisfy n · ∇ × n ¼ −q0, i.e.,
have a constant value for the twist. This is attained for
directors that derive from curl eigenfields. A curl eigen-
field, also known as a Beltrami field, is a vector m for
which ∇ ×m ¼ λm for a scalar eigenvalue λ [59,60].
Setting n ¼ m=jmj, we obtain n ·∇ × n ¼ λ so that a
normalized curl eigenfield with eigenvalue λ ¼ −q0 pro-
vides a special model for chiral textures and their defects
reminiscent of that for the blue phases [61] or their
helimagnet analogues [62,63].
Curl eigenfields are divergenceless, and in the local form
m ¼ ∇ϕþmc, ϕ is a harmonic function. The chiral





c , we have the recursive equations
∇ ×mð1Þc ¼ −q0∇ϕ; ∇ ×mðjÞc ¼ −q0mðj−1Þc ; ð27Þ
together with ∇ ·mðjÞc ¼ 0. Each term mðjÞc is determined
up to the addition of a harmonic gradient. Thus, the entire
structure of such a chiral point defect is determined by the
gradient field of a harmonic function. Many of the
singularities in Arnold’s list have harmonic representatives;
for instance, the Morse singularity of Eq. (6) is harmonic if
a ¼ 2, and a harmonic representative for the T4;4;4 singu-
larity is
ϕ ¼ axyzþ 1
4
ðx4 þ y4 þ z4 − 3x2y2 − 3y2z2 − 3z2x2Þ:
ð28Þ
They can all be perturbed so as to be chiral following the
prescription for curl eigenfields. Nonetheless, it is well
FIG. 10. Unfoldings of the T4;4;4 singularity and topological molecules. (a) Schematic of the vertex-face unfolding splitting T4;4;4 into
a Morse index 1 and D−4 singularities. (b) Numerical simulation of the unfolding: The charge −2 defect remains stable for long times.
(c) Topological molecule observed experimentally corresponding to the vertex-face unfolding. (d) Schematic of the edge-edge
unfolding, with splittings of T4;4;4 into two Morse index 1 critical points and an X9 singularity, with topological charge −1, or into a
single Morse critical point and a T3;4;4 singularity, with topological charge−2. (e) Numerical simulation of the unfolding: The charge−2
defect is unstable numerically and is shown here artificially stabilized. (f) Topological molecule observed experimentally corresponding
to the edge-edge unfolding. Panel (c) reprinted with permission from G. Posnjak, Topological Formations in Chiral Nematic Droplets
(2018). Copyright (2018), Springer.
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known that not all types of critical point can occur in a
harmonic function: By the maximum principle, there are no
local maxima or minima. This recapitulates the content of
Eliashberg and Thurston’s more general result [53]; there
are no chiral point defects with a radial director field.
Harmonic polynomial functions can be expressed in





For example, the harmonic Morse critical points are given
















Similarly, a harmonic form for the charge −2 defect can be
constructed in this way using ϕ ¼ Im r3Y33 þ κr4Y40. The






lx × ∇Ylm: ð31Þ
In general, the leading spherical harmonic determines the
symmetry of the defect and, in particular, the arrangement
of accompanying “boundary layer defects,” while higher-
order terms ensure that it is isolated. In this way, defects
with higher topological charges and desired symmetries can
be constructed. The observed point defects of charges −1,
−2, and −3 have symmetries such that the accompanying
þ1 boundary layer defects exhibit highly geometric con-
figurations with maximal separation: antipodal points, the
vertices of an equilateral triangle, and the vertices of a
tetrahedron, respectively. These correspond to the energy-
minimizing configurations of identical point charges on the
surface of a sphere interacting via the Coulomb force
known as the Thomson problem [64], which provides a
candidate for the symmetry of the higher-charge defects. A















ðx2y2 þ y2z2 þ z2x2Þ − 1
4
ðx4 þ y4 þ z4Þ: ð32Þ
Octahedral arrangements of boundary layer defects have
been observed experimentally in topological molecules
consistent with unfoldings of this charge −5 defect
[20,21]. Curiously, the bipyramidal charge −4 defect
requires higher-order spherical harmonics to construct; it

































Its higher-order structure suggests a less stable core,
which may explain why it has not yet been observed.
IX. λ LINES AND UMBILICS: DEFECTS
IN THE CHOLESTERIC PITCH
In a cholesteric, the local direction alongwhich the director
twists is called the pitch axis. It varies through thematerial and
can have its own defects called λ lines [26,65]. Loosely, the
pitch axis is thedirection, among all those perpendicular to the
director, along which the director is rotating most rapidly.
More concretely [17,66], given any direction v orthogonal to
n, the directional derivative ðv · ∇Þn has components along v
and along the perpendicular direction n × v. The component
along this latter direction describes a rotation of the director
field along the direction v, and the pitch axis is the direction
for which this rate of rotation is maximal.
This description sits inside a broader treatment of the
director gradients. At any point, there is a local symmetry
group isomorphic to SOð2Þ corresponding to rotations
about the local director, and its gradients decompose into
irreducible components with respect to the action of this
group
∂inj ¼ niðnk∂kÞnj þ∇ · n
2
ðδij − ninjÞ
þ n ·∇ × n
2
ϵijknk þ Δij: ð34Þ
The first term represents derivatives parallel to the director
field—these are the bend distortions—while the others
constitute the orthogonal gradients, ∇⊥n. Of these, the first
two are the splay and twist distortions, and the lastΔij is the
deviatoric part (traceless, symmetric) of the orthogonal
gradients, whose eigenvectors define principal directions of
curvature for the director field. In the case where n is a
gradient field, these directions are precisely the principal
curvature directions of the surfaces that n is normal to.
The pitch axis in a cholesteric is conveyed by the closely
related deviatoric tensor
Πij ¼ Δilϵljknk ð35Þ
obtained by composition of Δij with the almost complex
structure ϵijknk. The pitch axis can be identified with the
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positive eigenvector of Πij [17,43,66]. Defects in the pitch
axis—the λ lines of cholesterics—correspond to degener-
acies of Πij where it vanishes identically. By construction,
Πij is a rank 2 matrix, so its zeros have codimension 2 and
correspond to a set of one-dimensional lines in the material
known as umbilic lines [17]. The structure of Πij around
each umbilic allows it to be labeled with an index, and the
full set of umbilic lines then conveys topological informa-
tion about the director field; for example, it provides a
means of counting the number of skyrmions or the
topological charge of point defects [17]. Most commonly,
this structure is represented in terms of the winding of the
eigenvectors of Πij, equivalently, the pitch axis.
Generically, the pitch axis has winding number 1=2
around an umbilic—these are the λ lines—but other
windings are possible; the axis of a double-twist cylinder
is a degenerate umbilic around which the pitch axis has
winding number þ1.
Point defects in the director are associated with a
confluence of umbilic lines, whose number and type are
related on topological grounds to the type of point defect;
for a defect of topological charge k, there are a total of 4jkj
lines counted with multiplicity [17]. For chiral point
defects, however, a much more detailed description can
be given. As the structure of chiral point defects is
determined by the gradient field of an isolated singularity,
the location and types of defects in the pitch axis coincide
with the structure of umbilic lines of the local level
manifolds of the function describing the critical point.
Passing through the critical value, the level sets change
between 1þ jkj disconnected disks and a connected
surface of Euler characteristic 1 − jkj. Each disk is pierced
by the axis of a double-twist cylinder (λ=umbilic line of
multiplicity 2), while further 2jkj − 2 elementary lines
pierce the connected surface along directions of high
symmetry. The pattern of lines for the Morse index 2,
D−4 , and T4;4;4 singularities are shown in Fig. 11, with the
umbilic lines indicated by white tubes obtained numerically
as isosurfaces where the norm of Πij drops below some
threshold value.
Taking D−4 as an example, the topological charge is −2
so that the topology requires there to be eight umbilic lines
counted with multiplicity. There are three degenerate
umbilic lines [double-twist cylinders; Fig. 11(d)] connect-
ing the central defect to the þ1 surface defects, which
should be counted with multiplicity 2 [17] for a total of six
umbilic lines. Symmetry considerations tell us that the
remaining two umbilic lines [with λ−1=2 profile; Fig. 11(e)]
extend along the z axis. The structure is shown in
Fig. 12(a). A similar description can be given in all cases.
It is interesting to consider the behavior of umbilic lines
under an unfolding of the singularity. Consider the unfold-
ings of D−4 into a pair of charge −1 defects. Each defect
produced must have four umbilic lines counted with
multiplicity. With this constraint, there are two possible
configurations. In one case, Fig. 12(b), one of the degen-
erate umbilic lines splits into a pair of λ1=2 lines. The pair of
defects produced by the unfolding each take charge of one
of these λ1=2 lines, along with one each of the two λ−1=2
lines and two remaining degenerate umbilic lines that are
connected to the original charge −2 defect, so that each
defect has a total of four umbilic lines when counted with
FIG. 11. Umbilic lines for the (a) Morse index 2, (b) D−4 , and (c) T4;4;4 singularities indicated by white isosurfaces. Each defect has
double-twist cylinders connecting it to the charge þ1 surface defects. The remaining umbilics are λ−1=2 lines that terminate on the
droplet surface. Typical cross-sectional profiles for the umbilics are shown in (d) double-twist cylinders and (e) λ−1=2 lines. In all panels,
defects are highlighted and color coded according to topological charge.
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multiplicity. The other case shown in Fig. 12(c) has one
defect connected to a pair of degenerate umbilic lines,
while the other defect has a single degenerate umbilic line
and both of the λ−1=2 lines.
Both cases can be realized in numerical simulations by
initializing the simulation with the model given by Eq. (14)
with unfolding parameters c1, c3 ¼ 0, and c2 ≠ 0. When
c2 > 0, we obtain a V-shaped unfolding, and the configu-
ration of umbilic lines is as in Fig. 12(b). When c2 < 0, we
obtain a T-shaped unfolding, and the configuration of
umbilic lines produced is Fig. 12(c). A similar description
can be given for the unfoldings of T4;4;4.
X. DISCUSSION
It is surprising, to us at least, that a systematic description
of the structure and properties of point defects in choles-
terics, or other chiral vector fields, has not been given
previously. The structure is nontrivial and different from
that of nematic hedgehogs because generic point defects are
incompatible with a uniform sense of twist around them. In
order to create uniform handedness, chiral point defects
have to adopt the structure of the gradient field of an
isolated singularity, with the nonzero twist coming from
subleading terms. This means that point defects in choles-
terics, as well as in chiral ferromagnets and Beltrami fields
(force-free magnetic fields, or helical flows), can be labeled
by the type of singularity, in addition to the coarser
topological degree, or hedgehog charge.
This link with singularity theory suggests that the rich-
ness of that subject can be harnessed to direct future
developments. For instance, the structure of topological
molecules observed in experiments is strikingly captured
by the unfoldings of complex singularities, which provides
a ready-made framework for future systematic analysis. At
the same time, not all aspects of singularity theory have an
immediate realization in cholesterics, leaving open ques-
tions about the flavor of singularity theory that is involved
here. For instance, it is not clear whether the full list of
singularities all occur or in an order predicted by their
codimension. As examples, the lowest codimension singu-
larity with topological charge −3 is X9 (codimension 7) and
not T4;4;4, which is observed in experiments. Likewise, the
simple singularity E7 has charge −1 and is found to be
stable in numerical simulations with a structure that differs
from the Morse index 1 defect, although so far it has not
been identified in any experiments.
The mathematical result of Eliashberg and Thurston
represents a fundamental physical property of chiral mate-
rials that has not previously been recognized. We bring its
application to physical phenomena for the first time here
and show that it serves also to constrain the structure of
chiral point defects. In a loosest sense, it implies that the
addition of a small amount of chiral dopant to a radial
nematic hedgehog needs to be considered in nonperturba-
tive terms. More generally, it reveals that geometric con-
straints on the structure of the director field can be used to
topologically frustrate the twist of chiral materials and
create localized topological solitons of reversed handed-
ness. We describe the simplest examples, but there is
clearly great flexibility in controlling the geometry of
domains and interfaces, or the arrangement of point defects,
so as to control these novel chiral solitons and create
interesting new textures.
A natural extension of the present work is to initiate a
theory of the structure and properties of disclination loops
in cholesterics. It may be anticipated that they too will
require specific local forms in order to be surrounded by a
single sense of twist and may encounter analogous topo-
logical obstructions to achieving a uniform handedness. For
their counterparts in nematics, the connections between
point defects and disclination loops proved essential for
understanding the latter [30]; the same can be expected for
cholesterics.
We should stress that while we focus on a presentation of
point defects in cholesteric liquid crystals, our analysis
applies more widely to all types of chiral ordered media.
Thus, the same phenomena will also be observed in the
defects of chiral ferromagnets. The simplest examples of
these have been reported recently [40], and indeed the
structure found matches exactly that of the chiral Morse
defects we describe here. Beltrami fields have found
applications in force-free magnetic fields and in certain
idealized inviscid fluid flows [59,60]. There, too, the
general results we describe for chiral point defects apply
to the structure of isolated zeros.
Finally, the properties of chiral point defects afford a
fresh perspective on the storied contrast between smectics
and cholesterics; sometimes this emphasizes similarities,
FIG. 12. (a) Position of the umbilic lines for the D−4 singularity.
(b),(c) Possible configurations of umbilic lines after an unfolding
into a pair of charge −1 defects. In each case, the white tubes
indicate degenerate umbilic lines with multiplicity 2 (the axes of
double-twist cylinders), while the red tubes indicate generic
umbilic lines (λ−1=2 lines).
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for instance, they have the same elasticity [67], but usually
the focus is on the sense in which they are antithetical. The
nonvanishing of the twist is precisely the condition—
Frobenius integrability theorem—that the director field is
not the normal to any set of layers and provides a geometric
characterization of cholesterics [68]. Conversely, the expul-
sion of twist from a smectic is a hallmark of that phase,
famously analogous to theMeissner effect [18]. Intriguingly,
in the presence of defects, the division between the two is
diminished as the local structure of chiral point defects is
required to converge towards that of a smectic.
XI. CONCLUSION
Chiral materials display a rich assortment of phenomena
arising from the competition between an energetic prefer-
ence for twist and confinement or surface boundary
conditions. The resulting textures, in cholesteric liquid
crystals and helimagnets, are often both geometric and
topological, including skyrmion phases, knot solitons, and
configurations of topological defects, and offer prospects in
soft photonics, metamaterials, and spintronics.
The experiments we focus on here concern point defects
in spherical droplets of cholesteric liquid crystal. Defects are
observed both close to the droplet surface and deep in its
interior; we show that generic defects are incompatible with
a uniform sense of chiral twisting for topological reasons,
furnishing an explanation for the distinction between the
boundary layer and interior defects. The chiral defects in the
droplet interior include examples with topological charges
−2 and −3, not seen in other systems, and arrangements of
multiple defects reminiscent of chemical molecules. The
theory we develop identifies these structures with the
gradient field of an isolated critical point in a function.
This identification gives a more refined description than by
the topological charge alone and accounts for the structure
and symmetry of the defects with high topological charge, as
well as the arrangements of topological molecules.
Our results identify the mathematical methods relevant
to the description of defects in chiral materials, as well as
their surface boundary behavior. The understanding and
control of defects proves central to numerous advances in
condensed matter physics, and our work can contribute to a
fuller picture of chiral media and their properties by
bringing powerful techniques from modern geometry
and topology to the forefront.
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